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For Application Deadline email Alician Pearce ubfaep@yahoo.com 
 

We invite you to apply to teach on NAME’s Create platform.  A Quick Mini is a kit which can be completed in an hour or 
less and costs no more than $15.00 plus shipping.  You set your price anywhere between $5 and $15 per kit and you set 
the shipping fees.  Each kit is to include an Instruction Sheet with assembly instructions, a photograph of the completed 
kit with the instructor’s name, address, phone number and e-mail address for student follow-up if needed.  
 
To enhance the experience, you can choose to participate in our Enhanced Experience Option.  We would like each kit 
maker to supply a pre-recorded video of instructions on assembling the kit. This is your opportunity to be creative, it 
could be a power point presentation; a series of stop motion photos; actual video assembly of the kit; tips or technique 
instructions. If you have access to a ZOOM account, you could do your presentation on ZOOM, record it and then send it 
to the Create Team for addition to the platform. This is entirely optional.  These videos may be available to anyone 
purchasing kits, not just NAME members.  Another Enhanced Activity Option is to host a short Zoom session to visit with 
those who have ordered your kit and want to assemble it with a group of friends.  You have options. 
 
Miscellaneous Rules and Such:  

· The maximum cost of any Quick Mini shall not exceed $15.00 plus shipping.    
· A Quick Mini may be one item offered in multiple scales or two separate but related items in one scale. 
· Fees associated with your Quick Mini:  If your Quick Mini is accepted, A Create Platform fee of $15 for the 

first kit offering is due at the time of signing the Contract.  An additional $5 fee is due for each additional 
offering.  (Ex: Sally wants to sell a table and chair set for $14.  She also wants to sell a set of china to 
accompany the table for $8.  Sally’s fee to NAME for the two offerings is $20.) 

· The maximum number of submissions is 3.  Each submission requires a separate application. 
· By agreeing to teach a Quick Mini, you grant NAME permission (agree to provide if using your own Zoom 

account) to place the presentation/video of your session on the NAME Create platform should you choose 
the Enhanced Learning Option if NAME so chooses. 

· Pre-recorded videos remain the property of the instructor unless donated to NAME in writing. 
· You can include up to three photos with your submissions.  Please make sure that your description makes it 

clear what is and is not included in your kit if there are items in your picture that are not included in your 
kit. 

· The NAME logo is trademarked and, as such, may not be used in any products without prior approval by 
the NAME Board of directors. Use of other corporate logos is subject to their restrictions. 

 
Up to 3 photos of your finished prototype MUST accompany each application  

The application and photos need to be submitted before the deadline. 
 
 
 

Please do not return this form to the NAME Office!  
Send to: Alician Pearce - ubfaep@yahoo.com 

Phone: 608-751-1270 
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Application Deadline given by Alician Pearce: _______________________ 

Up to 3 applications are permitted.  ONLY ONE SUBMISSION PER FORM PLEASE. 
 

Name________________________________________Email_____________________________________________ 

Address ____________________________________________________ Phone (_____)_______________________ 

City/State/Zip ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I am applying to make/sell (please check only ONE line):  

_____  ONE single item/set with no variations (sets can contain several pieces sold together such as a hat & coat set; sofa & chair set; 
 or a set of dishes, etc.) 

Name of Kit: ____________________________________________________  Scale: ___________ Cost: $___________ 

_____  ONE single item/set in up to THREE different scales (no variation of color or style permitted). 

Name of Kit: ____________________________________________________  Scales: ___________ Cost: $___________ 

_____ ONE single item in TWO different colors or two different styles (such as a toy in either a girl OR boy version; a shelf in either 
dark wood OR light wood; pansies in either blue OR yellow, etc.) 

Name of Kit ______________________________________________________ 

Color/Styles:  ________________________ OR  _________________________  Scale: _________ Cost: $___________ 
_____  TWO items with similarly related themes (such as a seagull OR pier pilings; a structure OR furniture for it; a shelf OR 

 accessories to go on it, etc.) 

Name of Item #1 ________________________________________ 

Name of Item #2 _________________________________________ Scale: _________ Cost: $____________ 

Description of your submission: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Enhanced Activity Options:  

_____ I will only sell my kits. 

_____ I will participate in the Enhanced Experience Option of providing a recording as stated previously 

_____ I will participate in the Enhanced Experience Option of hosting a 1 hour Zoom session for anyone interested in getting together to work on my 
Quick Mini. 

If my Quick Mini is accepted:    Yes, as a condition of acceptance, I agree to pay the Create Platform Fee when issued an Agreement. 

Alician Pearce ubfaep@yahoo.com, 608-751-1270 
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